CITY OF TACOMA  
TPU GENERATION  

ADDENDUM NO. 01  
DATE: 5/25/2022  

REVISIONS TO:  
Request for Bids Specification No. PG22-0052N  
GANTRY HOIST FOR MAYFIELD DRAFT TUBE GATES  

NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS:  
This addendum is issued to clarify, revise, add to or delete from, the original specification documents for the above project. This addendum, as integrated with the original specification documents, shall form the specification documents. The noted revisions shall take precedence over previously issued specification documents and shall become part of this contract.

REVISIONS TO THE SUBMITTAL DEADLINE:  
The submittal deadline has been changed to 11:00 am, Friday, June 17, 2022.

REVISIONS TO THE GENERAL INFORMATION AND REQUIREMENTS:  
Request For Information - Cable Reel

NOTE: Acknowledge receipt of this addendum by initialing the corresponding space as indicated on the signature page. Vendors who have already submitted their bid/proposal may contact the Purchasing Division at 253-502-8468 and request return of their bid/proposal for acknowledgment and re-submittal. Or, a letter acknowledging receipt of this addendum may be submitted in an envelope marked Request for Bids Specification No. PG22-0052N Addendum No. 01. The City reserves the right to reject any and all bids, including, in certain circumstances, for failure to appropriately acknowledge this addendum.

cc: Steve Belvin/Generation
**REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI)**
(This form shall be used by the contractor whenever written direction on conflicts in plans, insufficient or unconstructable detail is shown, or any other issue which should be documented arises; or by the City when additional clarification is required.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RFI No.: 001</th>
<th>(Contractor Assigns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Date: 5/24/22 | Project Title: Mayfield Powerhouse Draft Tube Gate Hoist |
| Specification No.: PG22-0052N | Contract No.: |

**Contractor:**
Jesse Company  
1840 Marine View Dr  
Tacoma, WA 98422

**Owner:**  
Tacoma Power/Generation  
3628 South 35th Street  
Tacoma, WA 98409

**Subject:** Hannay Reel Model

- [ ] Architectural  - [ ] Civil  - [ ] Structural  - [X] Mechanical  - [X] Electrical  - [ ] Other

**Requested Information:**
Drawing Mk222 and the specifications call for a Hannay Reel part number 6616-25-26. A search of the manufacture web site failed to find this number, but it does bring up part number 6614-25-26. Is the number on the drawing & in the specification possibly a mistake and should be 6614? Also what size is required, 10/3 Cord or 8/3 Cord?

| Attachment Type: Hannay CR66600 cut sheet and Dwg Mk222 (Supporting Documentation) | Initiated By: Larry Giles (Name) |
| Response Required: 5/26/22 (Date) | Representing: Jesse Company (Company) |

**Response:**
The Hannay Cable reel we need must support 150 feet of 4-Conductor 8AWG SOOW Cable. The Contractor is advised to contact Hannay directly for further information regarding the correct part number. In prior conversations with TPU, Hannay confirmed that the part number indicated on drawing MK222 was available and was the correct choice for our application. Hannay cautions that all possible part number combinations are not necessarily shown on the manufacturers website.

| Attachment Type: (Supporting Documentation) | Response By: Ernie Wooldridge (Name) |
| Representing: Tacoma Power - Automation Engineering (Company) | Response Date: 05/25/2022 (Date) |

**City Approval:**
The owner (Tacoma Power) reviewed the foregoing request and finds the response to be in order.

| Project Engineer: Steve Belvin (Name) | Response Date: 5/25/2022 (Date) |

Cc: